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Focal Scripture: 
1 Corinthians 12:1-11 (Amplified Version)

"Now about the spiritual gifts [the special endowments given
by the Holy Spirit], brothers and sisters, I do not want you to be
uninformed. You know that when you were pagans, you were led off
after speechless idols; however you were led off [whether by impulse
or habit]. Therefore I want you to know that no one speaking by the
[power and influence of the] Spirit of God can say, “Jesus be cursed,”
and no one can say, “Jesus is [my] Lord,” except by [the power and
influence of] the Holy Spirit.  Now there are [distinctive] varieties of
spiritual gifts [special abilities given by the grace and extraordinary
power of the Holy Spirit operating in believers], but it is the same
Spirit [who grants them and empowers believers]. And there are
[distinctive] ways of working [to accomplish things], but it is the same
God who produces all things in all believers [inspiring, energizing, and
empowering them]. But to each one is given the manifestation of the
Spirit [the spiritual illumination and the enabling of the Holy Spirit]
for the common good. To one is given through the [Holy] Spirit [the
power to speak] the message of wisdom, and to another [the power to
express] the word of knowledge and understanding according to the
same Spirit; to another [wonder-working] faith [is given] by the same
[Holy] Spirit, and to another the [extraordinary] gifts of healings by
the one Spirit; and to another the working of miracles, and to another
prophecy [foretelling the future, speaking a new message from God
to the people], and to another discernment of spirits [the ability to
distinguish sound, godly doctrine from the deceptive doctrine of
man-made religions and cults], to another various kinds of [unknown]
tongues, and to another interpretation of tongues. All these things
[the gifts, the achievements, the abilities, the empowering] are brought
about by one and the same [Holy] Spirit, distributing to each one
individually just as He chooses."



Scripture Highlights

1) Identifies 9 gifts distributed by the Holy Spirit.

2) Spiritual gifts are given for the betterment of the common good.

3) Holy Spirit distributes gifts in a non-discriminatory fashion.

4) Holy Spirit distributes gifts according to God's choosing - God takes
into account our ability to properly steward His gifts.

5) Since gifts are distributed at God's discretion, therefore, our
having/not having a particular gift is no reflection on our inadequacy
as a believer.

Significance of Gifts

1) Word of Wisdom - the ability to relate the signs of the times to
future events taking place.

2) Discerning of Spirits - the ability to recognize demonic influence/
activity and/or needs, problems or sorrows in people.

3) Gifts of Healing/ Working of Miracles - the demonstration of signs
and wonders.

4) Gift of Faith - the conviction that God will not allow harm, danger,
problems to overtake me. Faith is not compromised when facing
adversity.

5) Gift of Prophecy - Proclamation focused on edifying, or building up;
exhorting, or encouraging and comforting, or bringing healing to the
inner man. (1 Corinthians 14:3)

6) Gift of Tongues - Edification or the building up of yourself on the
inside. Your spirit communicating directly with God. (1 Corinthians
14:4)

7) Interpretation of Tongues - Crucial in the edification of the church



body when messages in unknown tongues are shared. This gift
functions best when two people are involved. (1 Corinthians 14:27)

Personal Relevance:
A) As possessors of the gifts, we should seek to use them for God's
glory and not settle for just learning about them.

B) God desires us to operate in the gifts of the Spirit. The believer
must seek the gifts because they will not become a part of your life
accidentally or casually. (1 Corinthians 12:31; 14:1)

The Ninefold Purpose of Ministry Gifts (Ephesians 4:12-16)

1) To Perfect the Saints (to spawn action)

2) For the Work of the Ministry (laborers are needed)

3) For the Edifying of the Body of Christ (building upon the Christisn
construct of blessing others)

4) Till we all come in the Unity of the Faith (denominational divides
ended)

5) To come into the Knowledge of the Son of God (the totality of
Jesus' being)

6) Unto a Perfect Man (until we reach perfection)

7) Unto the Measure of the Stature of the Fullness of Christ (strong
and confident as Jesus)

8) That we no Longer be Children (to instruct us and grow us to
maturity)

9) Speaking the Truth in Love (not allowing anger to impede the
development and growth of the collective body)
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